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OBJECTIVES

1. Understand the importance of sleep

2. Identify sleep wake states in neonates

3. Understand the factors that contribute to or mitigate sleep 

disruption



IMPORTANCE OF SLEEP

• Cognitive function

• Solidifies memories and learning

• Appropriate growth

• Lack of sleep causes irritability, poor emotional regulation, ineffective attention, 

increased risk for metabolic syndrome



FETAL SLEEP

• Movements are noted at 7-8 weeks

• Distinct patterns of movement emerge at approximately 15 weeks of age

• Fetuses do appear to have periods of vigorous activity (swallowing, increased heart rate) and 

periods of rest as young as 20-28 weeks

• Felt to reflect maternal melatonin

• “sleep” or true wakefulness is suppressed:

• Warmth

• Prostaglandins, progesterone metabolites



SLEEP STATES





SLEEP STATES





REM SLEEP IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT

• Consolidation of learning

• Active sleep with low REM components found in neonates with developmental delays

• Infants with higher medical risk scores have less REM activity

• Infants with less REM (even with equal “active sleep”) cry more and are more frequently 

described as “fussy babies”

• Poor neonatal sleep predicts longer gaze duration during new visual memory recognition 

task and increased distractibility at 18 months

• Premature infants who spent less time in REM sleep, regardless of time spent in active 

sleep, performed more poorly on the Bayley II. 



SLEEP IN THE PRETERM NEONATE

• Premature neonates have periods of active sleep that can be identified on exam and by 

eeg as early as 25 weeks GA.

• The preterm infant sleeps as much as 90% of the day

• Full term infants sleep approximately 70% of the day

• Active sleep decreases over time and quiet sleep increases

• Within the active cycle, REM component increases and non-REM sleep decreases

• In adults active sleep is entirely REM sleep



SLEEP WAKE CYCLING AEEG



SLEEP IN THE NICU

• NICU environment itself disrupts sleep:

• Frequent interventions

• abnormal day/night cycles

• around the clock lighting 

• frequent chaotic noise disturbs sleep for infants in the NICU

• Hands on care that is not bundled

• Majority of provider interactions resulted in complete awakenings

• Accompanied by hypopnea, apnea or desaturation

• Particularly vulnerable to apnea during active sleep



DISORDERS AFFECTING SLEEP



INTERVENTIONS TO PROTECT SLEEP



POSITIONING/CONTAINMENT

• Preterm infants with improved sleep in the prone position

• Positioning to promote sleep and decrease arousals



QUESTIONS?


